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Introducing Antigone, Interrupted
asks you to meet yourself, your 

morals and bravery in a time that 
the world is yearning for kindness 

and systematic change. 
You step away asking, how 

am I showing up in the world?
Laura Booth, DanceLive Writing Programme 

...beautifully made little
film, whirling towards us 
from the still magical space 
of the Rep stage...
The Scotsman on Shine On 



The story of Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre
is one of its people: its artists, creatives, staff, participants
and audiences.

Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre sits at the 
cultural heart of Dundee as a centre of creative excellence.
The Organisation looks outwards, creating and delivering
work for local, national and international audiences, with
learning at the heart. “The Rep” recently celebrated its
80th anniversary and is home to the Dundee Rep Ensemble,
the only permanent full-time company of its kind in Scotland.
Scottish Dance Theatre is one of the few full-time companies
in the UK and is made up of nine inquisitive and versatile
dancers who have come from all over the world to work and
create in our home at Dundee Rep. Together these twin 
ensembles have created a number of award-winning
productions, made in Dundee that tour nationally and
internationally; establishing a reputation as one of the 
UK’s leaders in theatre and dance production, carrying
the Dundee brand far and wide.

Over the course of eight decades, Dundee Rep and Scottish
Dance Theatre has been at the heart of performance in
Scotland, and grown into a world-class organisation, with
two artistic forces based in Dundee, travelling to and 
reaching the rest of the world.

The building has been closed to the public since March 2020
as we adhere to government guidelines. We continue to 
take the health and safety of our audiences, staff, freelance
colleagues and partners very seriously and look forward to
welcoming everyone back as soon as we can.
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November saw our first foray into digital streaming, launching 

with Tall Stories’ Snail and the Whale for families. This was highly 

successful and drew in audiences across the globe.

Michael McGoldrick, John McCusker and John Doyle recorded a very

special Christmas show that streamed into the homes of people the

length and breadth of the UK in December. Linking with venues and

festivals from The Highlands of Scotland to the far south of England,

the trio brought Christmas cheer directly to audiences in their own

homes, with a special Q&A for Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre.

In February, the Breabach (Scottish folk musical band) became the

first band from Scotland to embark upon a virtual tour of the UK. 

Supported by grant funding from Creative Scotland, they teamed up

with BAFTA award winning animator Cat Bruce for a unique digital 

performance. Each of the five band members wrote brand new music,

which was set to a new animation specifically created for the tour.

It was important for Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre to 

support the music industry during the pandemic and also to provide

entertainment that was suitable for all ages.
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Total Number of ticketed events                                 11

Total Number of original Digital Performance        153
content created

Total Number of views on original                      32,307
Digital Performance content

Total Number of participants                                     499

Total Number of freelance artists worked with      130
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FACEBOOK

PAGE LIKES                                           8,772
INCREASED BY                                     83
POST REACH                                        510,728
VIDEO MINUTES VIEWED                  12.6K
UP 43.1% FROM PREVIOUS YEAR

VIDEO VIEWS                                        28.7K
DOWN 34.8% ON PREVIOUS YEAR

VIDEO ENGAGEMENT                         2.7K
DOWN 2.64% FROM PREVIOUS YEAR

FACEBOOK

PAGE LIKES                                           17,371
INCREASED BY                                     274
POST REACH                                         1,026,481
VIDEO MINUTES VIEWED                   49.2K
UP 35.1% FROM PREVIOUS YEAR

VIDEO VIEWS                                        125.6K
UP 10.4% FROM PREVIOUS YEAR

VIDEO ENGAGEMENT                         7.1K
UP 56.2% FROM PREVIOUS YEAR

TWITTER

FOLLOWERS                                         7,069
INCREASED BY                                     69
TOTAL IMPRESSIONS                         425,000

TWITTER

FOLLOWERS                                           14,626
INCREASED BY                                       626
TOTAL IMPRESSIONS                           918,400

WEBSITE

USERS                                                    36,092
NEW USERS                                          28,853
PAGE VIEWS                                         160,865

WEBSITE

USERS                                                      54,199
NEW USERS                                            53,161
PAGE VIEWS                                           320,363

YOUTUBE

Organic Video Views                           3,400

YOUTUBE

Organic Video Views                             36,310

INSTAGRAM

FOLLOWERS                                         6,417
INCREASED BY                                     639

INSTAGRAM

FOLLOWERS                                           4,723
INCREASED BY                                       316

@ScottishDanceTheatre                           @DundeeRep
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WHERE ARE YOU, DUNDEE? was a collective 
arts project led by Associate Directors (Engage)
Jess Thorpe and Tashi Gore, created for and by
the people of Dundee, engaging with our 
audiences and communities across the city and
encouraging them to connect and share creative
experiences at this challenging time. The work
featured 23 original creative tasks introduced by
Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre staff,
members of the community, independent artists,
and celebrities such as Alan Cumming and Ricky
Ross. Over the course of 10 weeks, the work 
gathered almost 300 creative submissions, 
engaged with thousands of people on social
media, and received a nomination for the 
Achates Prize.

April 2020

May 2020 June 2020
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July 2020

August 2020

AN ACTOR’S CHOICE was a collaboration between
Dundee Rep, Perth Theatre and Pitlochry Festival 
Theatre. Members of our ensemble chose a monologue
that has a particular meaning to them. Taking a 
moment to talk about the piece and add context 
allowed audiences an insight into the actors’ journeys,
before a filmed performance of the piece, shot from
their homes during lockdown.

MILD DISSOCIATION 47 was a film collectively
conceived and produced by members of 
Scottish Dance Theatre, working collaboratively
across three different countries during the first
stages of the pandemic. Born from the urge to
“connect, document and dream together”, 
the work was first premiered as part of 
The Scotsman Sessions and featured as part 
of the Social Distancing Festival in Canada.

In July, Scottish Dance Theatre took part inU.Dance Digital Festival organised by One Dance UK, connecting with
young people across the country and supporting them in sustaining their passion for dance. Artistic Director Joan
Clevillé also led remote creative sessions in partnership with IT Dansa (Institut del Teatre, Barcelona), VERVE (Northern
School of Contemporary Dance, Leeds) and Towards Vivencia (international online dance community).

We produced two new projects for young people using Zoom. Spy Academy was asked primary school children 
to go undercover as spies and take on digital clues to help solve a mystery. Together Apart directed by Joan Cleville,
Joao Catro, Tashi Gore and Jess Thorpe brought together dance and drama to presented a live digital performance
created by young people. This piece was then selected to be platformed as part of YTAS’s I Heart Youth Theatre 
festival followed by a Q and A with the young performers.

these bones, this flesh, this skin was released in August
and was developed in collaboration between Scottish 
Ensemble and Scottish Dance Theatre. these bones, this
flesh, this skin is a digital work for solo violin and solo dancer
by composer Martin Suckling, choreographer Joan Clevillé
and cinematographer Genevieve Reeves. Through a bespoke
online platform, the audience is invited to combine different
audio and visual layers to decide how they want to experience
the work in multiple iterations. The work was nominated
along other projects and artists from across the globe for
the Classical Next Innovation Award in The Netherlands.

Scottish Dance Theatre Artistic Director Joan Clevillé was
also invited to contribute as a guest speaker to international
panels as part of the Sibiu Performing Arts Market
(Romania) and the British Culture Week organised by 
The British Embassy in Cuba.

In the late afternoon light, a father sends video 
messages as he struggles to find his way through 
the woods on the way to pick up his daughter. 
But remember, she’s not to tell her other dad he’s
coming... it’s to be their little secret. 

Directed by Dundee Rep Artistic Director, Andrew
Panton, OUT OF THE WOODS starred Alan Cumming
in a bewitching new three-part short from writer
Johnny McKnight. Produced by Dundee Rep and 
National Theatre of Scotland, in association with BBC
Scotland, Screen Scotland, BBC Arts’ Culture in 
Quarantine project, with support from Hopscotch Films.
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DIGITAL BUZZwas launched, a brand new project bringing 
together all of the weekly classes at Dundee Rep and Scottish
Dance Theatre.This allowed participants to take part in a shared
creative exploration into making dynamic performances online.
Classes met on zoom on a weekly basis to take part in dance 
and drama with an added digital twist. 

September 2020
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November 2020

December 2020

Tilda Williams-Kelly’s SHE IS (oil on canvas) was 
displayed in the window of the venue. The painting 
was displayed throughout November and during 2021.
This large scale painting is part of the BLACK LIVES
MATTER MURAL TRAILwhich is curated by Wezi Mhura
and features a range of different artworks by Black 
and Asian Scottish artists.

Conceived by Joan Clevillé,
EVERY MAP HAS A SCALE is
an ongoing live-research
project aiming to connect
Scottish Dance Theatre more
deeply with communities in
Dundee and across Scotland,
creating opportunities for 
dialogue and exchange, and
making the company’s artistic
practice more inclusive and
responsive. Chapter One saw
the creation of a pop-up 
performance, playing with
the poetry of movement, 
language and the urban
landscape, which was 
live-streamed from different
neighbourhoods in Dundee.

We were delighted to have PECHAKUCHA NIGHT DUNDEE back on Thursday
12 November. This live event was streamed from the main stage of Dundee
Rep Theatre, to the comfort of your own homes, hosted by Creative Dundee. 

SHINE ON, was our 4-part Christmas offering, where both ensembles and their Artistic and Associate Directors joined
forces to deliver a host of special Christmas gifts over the festive period.

Scottish Dance Theatre’s first ever digital tour took place, 
engaging with audiences from venues across Scotland, the 
UK and the world! INTRODUCING… ANTIGONE, INTERRUPTED
is a unique online event combining footage from the original
stage production, scenes reimagined for the screen and
real-time meet-the-artist conversation. The event gave 
audiences an opportunity to “meet the characters” and hear
first-hand from choreographer Joan Clevillé and dancer
Solène Weinachter. As well as connecting with communities
in Dundee, Aberdeenshire, The Highlands, Argyll and Bute 
and Dumfries and Galloway, the piece was performed as 
part of the Serendipity Arts Festival (Goa, India) and the 
digital programme of Teatro UNAM (Mexico City).

On 14 November, Dundee Rep hosted OVER TO YOU
DUNDEE, an online event ‘run by young people for
young people’ which saw 13 to 25 year olds sharing
stories and experiences, from the funny to the
informative. Showcasing the talents of young people
from all around Dundee, the live-streamed evening
was shared by different speakers, each with five 
minutes to tell their story intertwined with music 
direct from the Dundee Rep stage.

We were thrilled to be asked to 
contribute toThe Scotsman Sessions
with a short film of our own, directed
by Dundee Rep Artistic Director, 
Andrew Panton. We shared some 
excerpts from Peter Arnott's 
TAY BRIDGE right from the banks 
of the Tay. This then went out on 
our social platforms in December.

PRESENT saw both companies stage a total of four bespoke, socially distanced 
performances for deserving Dundonians. The lucky recipients were nominated by friends,
families or colleagues to have a show made just for them. These unique Christmas 
pop-ups took place on a doorstep, a back garden or a highschool playground and were
designed to surprise and delight (while operating within government guidelines).

The doors of Dundee Rep Theatre may have been closed but the venue itself became the star of
the show as we transformed the building into a work of sound and visual art –WINDOWS. With
the help of award-winning designer Karen Tennent, and renowned lighting designer Emma Jones
the front of the building came to life. We commissioned local playwright, Gary Robertson to 
compose and perform a new piece of poetry as the ‘voice’ of Dundee Rep, bringing a 
much-needed dose of festive cheer to all passersby.

To keep us all connected throughout the Christmas season, both companies also presented
ADVENT, a series of 24 digital performance gifts created and performed by members of
both ensembles. These theatre, dance and music miniatures were filmed safely on the Rep
stage, and shared on social media each day in December in the run up to Christmas. 

For this whole period we partnered with Solus Productions to create a half hour
documentary –SHINE ON. The Solus team followed our ensembles and staff
from all across the organisation during November and December as we adapted
and transformed the way we work in response to the challenging times. 

October 2020
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SIX QUESTIONS was a new YouTube series of curated 
conversations that explores how it feels to live, work and
create in 2020. Viewers have the opportunity to listen in to
thought-provoking conversations as artists and creatives
reach out digitally to those they can’t be with in person. 

January 2021

February 2021

March 2021
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March 2021

April – August 2021

With the second lockdown, Scottish Dance Theatre started offering a series of free, digital PROFESSIONAL DANCE
CLASSES for the independent dance community in Scotland and beyond. The first series was attended by 120 dancers,
and offered the opportunity to dancers in Scotland to share the virtual space with colleagues in 14 other countries,
including Norway, The Netherlands, Israel, and the USA. The sessions were led by international guest teachers and
included Gaga, Improvisation, Ballet and Feldenkrais. 

Originally created  for the Creative Coalition Festival, Scottish Dance Theatre 
released the film REDEFINING THE REPERTORY COMPANY, where Joan Clevillé
and Jess Thorpe talk about the evolution of the repertory model and how 
Scottish Dance Theatre is seizing the opportunity to become a resource for 
the sustainable development of civic and artistic communities.

We were also delighted to announce the two recipient companies of
the #LOVEDANCESCOTLAND COMMISSIONS, a collaborative initiative
in partnership with Dance Base Scotland and Tramway aimed at 
sustaining Scottish-based independent dance artists during the 
coronavirus pandemic, and enabling a step-change in their career.
The commissions awarded a total of £70,000 to Shotput and FRAN.K
as well as a substantial in-kind support package from the venue
partners. The commissions are employing 33 freelancers across the
two projects at a critical moment for the independent dance sector. 

In March we launched REP STUDIOS, a new digital platform showcasing theatre,
dance, and music, celebrating Dundee’s distinctive cultural voice within a wider
world facing change and evolution driven by these unique times.  

This new online platform is designed to reach and engage wider audiences thanks
to its digital and accessible nature, recognising that the arts should return stronger,
while placing equalities, environmental and civic responsibility at the forefront of
recovery. We plan to continue our work through Rep Studios after we’ve welcomed
audiences back in person and this digital platform will continue, complementing our
work in the theatre and on tour and exploring new artistic forms. 

Marking the opening of Rep Studios is the return
of the 80th anniversary season’s smash-hit
SMILE (16 April – 16 May), followed by Scottish
Dance Theatre’s Thin h/as h/air, choreographed
by company member Pauline Torzuoli and
released as part of the celebrations of 
International Dance Day.

The Dundee Rep Ensemble presents the world premiere of SINDER, an original piece of digital-performance
from an all-female creative team including Associate Directors Jess Thorpe and Tashi Gore, Molly Taylor
(Love Letters to the Public Transport System, Extinguished Things) and film-maker Kim Beveridge (Sonic Cinema).

Back in September we launched DIGITAL
BUZZ, a programme of online theatre and
dance classes taught via Zoom. These 
have been hugely successful during the 
pandemic so we were delighted that Digital
Buzz could come back in January 2021 to
include the first ever DIGITAL BUZZ FESTIVAL,
a programme featuring unique performances
created across our online community. 

Scottish Dance Theatre’s Associate Artist Solène Weinachter was
invited to contribute to The Scotsman Sessions with a new digital
excerpt of Joan Clevillé’s ANTIGONE, INTERRUPTED filmed in 
a single continuous shot in the Scottish Dance Theatre studio. 

A natural continuation from WHERE ARE YOU DUNDEE?
which was created by and for the people of Dundee,
THIS IS FOR YOU DUNDEE is a free to access 
mini-festival of new work created by 26 freelance artists
and creatives engaging with the people of Dundee in
celebration of their resilience during an extremely 
challenging year and exploring the transformative power
of performing arts. (14 and 23 May)



Beautiful glimpses of Dundee
and very uplifting to see that
creativity and performance is
still happening.
Audience Member on Every Map Has a Scale
(Chapter 1)

Being isolated and alone most of the time I was
desperate for some form of interaction with 
others. Taking part in Where are you Dundee?
kept me focused and occupied and got me
through lockdown. Being asked to take part in 
a dance duet and being given a new device 
have fairly lifted my spirits and have enhanced
my interaction with classes. Thank you so much.
Sylvia Adams, participant 

So exciting that young 
dancers have access to
these innovative classes.
Participant of Professional Dance Classes

I'm speechless... I never expected anything like this,
it's absolutely wonderful.
George McPherson, nominated for by neighbours for Present

...Out of the Woods is a 
nastier kettle of fish. And an
exhilarating departure for 
online monologues...
The Guardian
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Dawn Sievewright (Our Ladies of Perpetual Succour, Glasgow Girls) and
John McLarnon (My Left Right Foot, Local Hero) have collaborated with
Rep Artistic Director Andrew Panton to present 3M MIXTAPE (part one)
(late May). This special lockdown project forges unique creative 
connections as it brings together incredible and diverse Scottish
music talents to collaborate on a variety of duets. Filmed live and shot
across different locations throughout Scotland that have changed their
significance during lockdown, artists include Reuben Joseph, Eleanor
Kane, Christina Modestou, Sally Clay, and Martin Quinn 3M MIXTAPE
will blend original music and covers from a wide range of music 
genres, and will feature guest appearances from some of the original
artists including Boy George.  

April – August 2021

THE LIFE AND TIMES (17  – 18 June) This new digital work by
Artistic Director and Choreographer Joan Clevillé will see 
Scottish Dance Theatre’s dancers returning to their home
stage of Dundee Rep. Broadcasted live in a single, continuous
shot, THE LIFE AND TIMESwill be a cinematic, surreal dance
journey, set to a sumptuous soundtrack of Baroque music. 
The work is a visual meditation on human fragility and explores
how our relationship with time has changed over the last year.

AREA OF A CIRCLE (28 May) offers a unique insight into the world of 2015 Scottish
Album of the Year Award-winner Kathryn Joseph who relocated to Dundee just
before the global pandemic brought the world to a standstill. In this special,
live-streamed event, Kathryn will be joined on stage by fellow Dundee musicians
Su Shaw (SHHE), Andrew Wasylyk, and Sion Parkinson. Area of a Circlewill feature
these artists performing live and offering their thoughts on the past year – the
impact of the pandemic on their music and the wider music industry – as well as
celebrating the profound influence Dundee has on their creative output.   

EVERY MAP HAS A SCALE (Chapter 2: Duets) is a continuation of Scottish Dance Theatre’s ongoing live-research 
project aiming to connect Scottish Dance Theatre more deeply with communities in Dundee. In this new chapter led by
Associate Directors Jess Thorpe and Tashi Gore, each company dancer will invite an individual from across the city to
create an original dance duet. With performers aged between 1 and over 70, this new digital work is a celebration of
community, connection and the importance of dancing together.

THIS FOR YOU DUNDEE (Schools) is a series of artist 
residencies in six schools in the Whitfield, Fintry and 
Hilltown areas of the city. Involving 6 freelance artists
across music, drama and dance and featuring guest song
writing workshops from local musician Be Charlotte.

From 28 August, Rep will collaborate
with Eden Court and Helen Milne
Productions to present Islander with
music and lyrics by Finn Anderson.

It's not a live show,
it's something new. 
Exhilarating.
Antigone, Interrupted

What a unique, brilliant and
strange little film, and how
marvellous the execution.
Fjord Review on Thin h/as h/air
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Friends and Friends+

Our Friends play a starring role in our work by supporting new productions and our talented 
apprentice dancers and actors. 

Contact us today for more details: development@dundeereptheatre.co.uk

Visit our website to find out more about supporting Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre:
dundeerep.co.uk/donate

Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance Theatre Limited gratefully acknowledges support 
from our core funders

We rely on support from trusts and foundations to deliver our engagement and learning programmes
in the community, as well as for key building maintenance and upgrades and to develop new work.
Our thanks go to the following:

Community Climate Asset Fund

Connecting Scotland 

Creative Scotland Youth Arts Fund 
Small Grant Scheme

Estate of Karen Fullerton

The David and June Gordon Memorial Trust

Leach Family Charitable Trust

Leche Trust

The Leng Charitable Trust 

Lethendy Charitable Trust

The Mackintosh Foundation 

The Nine Incorporated Trades of Dundee 

Northwood Charitable Trust

The RJ Larg Family Trust 

St Katherine’s Fund

William S Philips Trust

Year of Young People 2018 Creative Traineeship Fund 

Youthlink Scotland
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